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This site is "crowd sourced" by our community. Refresh this page everyday and your community-powered ID's list will change and update. We started this site to connect our players and followers through social media. To create a free account and join the Id's list, all you have to do is create a username, upload a profile photo, create a password and make the world connect
through this amazing website. Also Create a free account and join the Id's List here. The end goal of this website is to help our community connect through social media and stay informed. Thanks for supporting the team! We hope to see you around the site.Reports of the Lizardman The creator of the Lizardman race is never revealed in their actual text and is known

through art and internet lore as the Lizardman. The exact race of the Lizardman is unknown and is not confirmed in the D&D universe, but has been speculated and is commonly believed to be a reptilian humanoid. The Lizardman exists in the same place as the Small and Large Dragon Races, and shares similar features with many other dragonborn races. Size and
Capabilities The race has a base size of Medium and has a challenge rating of 3. In addition, the race receives +2 size bonus to Strength and Dexterity, and has 5 feet of natural armor. The race has a base speed of 40 feet, and has the ability to climb vertical surfaces with a DC 20 Climb check. It has a swim speed of 30 feet if it is wading in water or 60 feet if it is swimming.
It also has a base number of 3 hit points. Languages The Lizardman is one of the only races that has a language other than Common. It speaks Draconic in addition to its native Common. Variants and Subraces The Lizardman is a member of the Dragonborn, Dragon, and Human subraces. The Lizardman is considered a subrace of the Dragonborn race for purposes of races

like Half-Dragon, which are rules that affect only Dragonborn. There are also several lizard-human variants that share their base features with the base lizardman race, but have features and abilities that are unique to their subraces. The character can select an alternate racial trait for the Lizardman to have as an optional rule. Lizardfolk The Lizardfolk are a subrace of
Lizardmen. They share a racial trait which gives
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